Finnegan’s Wake

\begin{music}
\begin{staff}
\begin{clef}treble\end{clef}
\begin{relative}C\end{relative}
\begin{dynamics}4\end{dynamics}
\begin{notation}
\newtie\newstem{up}
\newstem{up}
\end{notation}
\begin{measure}
\begin{chord}G\end{chord} \begin{chord}C\end{chord} \begin{chord}C\end{chord} \begin{chord}F\end{chord} \begin{chord}F\end{chord} \begin{chord}C\end{chord} \begin{chord}C\end{chord} \begin{chord}F\end{chord} \begin{chord}F\end{chord}
\end{measure}
\end{measure}
\end{staff}
\end{music}